NATURE MASKS
... imagination is more powerful than knowledge.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

Mask making is an ideal activity to stimulate creativity and imagination at your child’s birthday
celebrations or other special events. A mask allows the wearer to adopt a new identity with its own
unique mannerisms and behaviours that draws out language, speech and make-believe play. The
freedom and bravado evident in children who participate in this kind of play is as wonderful as the
artistic creation of the mask itself.
Inspired by the wild colours and shapes of nature, children gather the decorations needed for their mask. The
adult’s role is that of the quiet observer; only offer to help (perhaps with gluing or tying string) if asked. The design
and placement should be done without adult interference, acknowledging the children as confident and creative
artists.

1.

Use mask template, or draw your own. For an
environmentally sustainable option, trace onto recycled
cardboard (cereal boxes are perfect), then cut out
including holes for the string.

hunter, remembering beauty is in the eye of the beholder!
Natural items are open-ended – meaning they have many
creative and imaginative uses. For example a stick-on googlyeye will always be a googly-eye, but a gumnut may be an
eye, a nose, antenna, a dial, tiny creature, frogs hat or a
thousand other things through the eyes of a child.

2.

Find or repurpose a basket or bag for children to collect
natural treasures; be it golden wattle flowers in Spring,
colourful fallen autumn leaves, twigs, feathers, shells, or
whatever can be glued onto a mask.

Glue the decorations onto the mask and wait for it to dry
(the hardest part). Encourage the children to tie the string
to one side and have them hold the mask in place while you
measure and tie the second side.

3.

Gather paintbrushes, string and craft glue or PVA [pour a
little glue into a section of an old egg-carton to make it
more manageable for little hands].

HEAD OUTSIDE TO PLAY

Will your child become an animal? An alien? A mythical
creature? Dramatic play develops confidence and social skills
while stoking the fire of imagination. By crafting outdoors
instead of around the kitchen table, our children are inspired
by the sounds, smells and sights of the natural world, creating
more evocative and meaningful experiences.

Start exploring! Encourage children to venture wide, to find
the “best” and most interesting adornments to create their
masterpiece. Stand back and allow them to be the treasure
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